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I. Answer the following questions in detail :         (4 < 15 = 60)

1. How   do  you  classify  burn  injuries?  What  are  the  causes  of  death  and

medico-legal importance of burn injuries?
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2. What do you mean by medical evidence? What are the types of documentary

evidences?  What  are  the  types  of Finger Prints? Describe its medico-legal

importance.
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3. Write in detail about Dhatura poisoning. How do you diagnose poisoning in

living  and  dead  bodies?  Describe  the  general  principles  of  treatment of

Poisoning Cases. 
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4. Describe the Mercury Poisoning in detail, explain its mode of action, sign

and symptoms in different body organs, mode and cause of death along with

its fatal close and fatal period. 
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II. Answer the following questions in brief :         (10 < 4 = 40)

1. Write  down  the  need  and  importance  of  identification in living and dead

bodies.
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2. Write down the duties of physician in cases of poisoning.
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3. Differentiate between postmortem lividity and bruise.
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4. Differentiate   between   hanging   and  strangulation  and  its  medico-legal

importance.
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5. Write down about exhumation.
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6. Write about the route of administration of poison in the body.
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7. Write down the classification of corrosive poison.
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8. Define abrasion and write down its classification in brief.
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9. Write down the treatment of kerosene oil poisoning.
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10. Differentiate   between   impotency   and   sterility,   and   its   medico-legal

importance.
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